PRE-LOTTERY RENEWALS

What Can I Do?
Review places to bypass the lottery.

PRE-LOTTERY ACCOMMODATIONS

What Can I Do?
Apply for housing through the lottery and submit an accommodation request through the Office of Accessible Education to receive housing that meets your needs.

LOTTERY ASSIGNMENT ORDER

1. Continuing doctoral, MD or JD student who: • Is within my priority years • Living on-campus and • Has already stayed in the same apartment through next year or former student applying for renewal year in family housing

What Can I Do?
Apply for housing through the lottery with a special accommodation priority. All students in this group only will be placed at the top of our list for housing assignments. All students in this group only are guaranteed the space of your choice from the new Escondido Village Graduate Residences opening in Fall 2020.

2. Continuing, AP, or J5 student who: • Has already stayed at the same apartment • Not renewing to the same apartment and • Living off-campus or in studio accommodations

What Can I Do?
Apply for housing through the lottery without priority. Students who are living in Blackwelder, EV Low-rise Buildings 91-94, EV Studio Building 2, Hoskins, McFarland, or Quillen are granted priority for assignment to the new Escondido Village Graduate Residences opening in Fall 2020.

3. Continuing, AP, or J5 student who: • Has already stayed at the same apartment • Not renewing to the same apartment • Living on-campus or in studio accommodations

What Can I Do?
Apply for housing through the lottery with medium priority.

4. Continuing, AP, or J5 student who: • Has already stayed at the same apartment • Not renewing to the same apartment • Living on-campus or in studio accommodations

What Can I Do?
Apply for housing through the lottery with low priority.

5. Master’s student entering second-year or first-year in terminal program

What Can I Do?
Apply for housing through the lottery with no priority.

6. Degree-seeking student out of priority years

What Can I Do?
Apply for housing through the lottery with no priority.

7. Non-matriculated student (including Post Docs)

What Can I Do?
Apply for housing through the lottery with no priority.

Each group is assigned consecutively (i.e., all the people in group 1 are assigned before anyone in group 2). All students in each group who apply by the Lottery deadline are given a randomly generated number and assigned in number order (lowest to highest).

All first-year students are guaranteed housing. After your first year, your position in the Lottery is determined by the number of priority years allocated for your academic degree. Once you have used your housing priority years, you may still apply for the lottery without priority.

After your first year of on-campus housing, you may renew in place to bypass the Lottery.

- Doctoral degree candidates have 5 years of Medium Priority
- Medical students in the MD program have 4 years of Medium Priority
- Coterminal students do not have priority
- Master’s students in the JD program have 2 years of Low Priority
- Law students in the JD program have 2 years of Low Priority
- Master’s students in first-year housing have 1 year of Low Priority
- Non-matriculated students have no priority